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To Members of the FQ-Ninth Colorado General Assembly: 
Submitted herewith is the final report for the Highway Legislative Review 
Committee. The committee was reconstituted pursuant to section 43-2-145, C.R.S. 
(Senate Bill 36, 1986 Session). The purpose of the committee is "to give guidance and 
direction to the state Department of Highways [now the Department of Transportation] 
in the development of the state system of highways, and to provide legislative overview 
of and input into such development.. ." 
At its meeting on October 15, the Legislative Council !cviewed this report. A 
motion to forward the report and the recommendations of the Highway Legislative 
Review Committee was approved. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Senator Ted Strickland 
Chair 
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Statutory Authority and Responsibility 
The Highway Legislation Review Committee (HLRC) was originally established 
in 1953 as part of the legislative reorganization of the state highway system which 
restructured the relationship among state highway, county road, and municipal street 
systems (section 43-2-101, C.R.S.). The committee's original charge was to review 
the implementation and impact of these new highway systems. Committee members 
at that time were appointed by the governor every five years and included eight 
members of the General Assembly and seven non-legislative members "from such 
highway advisory groups as the governor shall select." Currently, the committee is 
composed of six members of the General Assembly ( t b  from the House and three 
from the Senate) and five citizen members appointed by the governor. 
The HLRC was reconstituted in 1986 "to give guidance and direction to the state 
Department of Highways in the development of the state system of highways and to 
provide legislative overview of and input into such development." This mandate 
included consultation with experts in highway construction and planning, review of the 
Department of Highway's (now the Department of Transportation) operations and 
projects, review of department performance audits, and recommendations concerning 
the financing of roads and mass transit in the state. Tic committee's oversight 
responsibility has been expanded in recent years to include: the activities of public 
highway authorities (section 43-4-501, C.R.S.); the privatization of bus routes by the 
Regional Transportation District (RTD) (section 32-9- 1 l9.5(8), C.R. S.); and the 
review and recodification of state trafllc laws as required by House Bill 91-1 106 
(section 43-2-145.5, C.R.S.). The committee also has statutory responsibility to study 
such diverse topics as: RTD's farebox recovery ratio; utilization of high-occupancy 
vehicle highway lanes; and the operation of state bicycle safety laws. In 1990, the 
General Assembly repealed the HLRC sunset provision and added the requirement that 
the committee meet at least once a year. 
Committee Rcommendations 
The committee met for five days during the 1992 interim. The transportation 
issues reviewed by the committee were selected due to a statutory charge to HLRC, a 
relationship to a federal mandate, or the interests of one or more committee members. 
The following items were considered. 
the impact of the recently enacted federal Intermodal Surface Transportation 
Efficiency Act on the state of Colorado; 
the current operating budget of the RTD and the status of RTD mass transit 
planning. Also discussed, were the potential effects of the 1991 Colorado 
Supreme Court decision in RTD v. Colorado Department of Labor and 
Em~lovment; 
progress reports from the Traffic Law Advisory Committee on traffic law 
recodification efforts pursuant to H.B. 9 1-1 106; 
the Annual Report of the E-470 Public Highway Authority and the fmal Annual 
Report of the W-470 Public Highway Authority; 
the status report on current and future surface access projects for the Denver 
International Airport; 
transportation needs created by the establishment of limited gaming in Central 
City, Black Hawk, and Cripple Creek; 
recommendations from the Joint Legislative Sunrise and Sunset Review 
Committee for future study by the HLRC; and 
the CDOT Bus Reylatow Study for the State of Colorado (as per H.B. 91- 
1198). 
The HLRC reviewed legislation proposed by the state's Department of 
Transportation, the Motor Vehicle Division, the Division of Ports of Entry, and the 
Colorado State Patrol. These agencies submitted the bills summarized below. 
Duties of Drivers in Accidents - Bill 1 
Bill 1 requires drivers involved in a non-injury accident on a divided highway to 
move the vehicle to a suitable location before fulfdling the requirements to give notice, 
information, and aid to other drivers involved in the accident. The bill contahns a 
three-year repeal provision. 
Bill 1 is based on a recommendation from the Colorado Incident Management 
Coalition. The bill will contribute to a reduction of traffic hazards, congestion, and 
secondary accidents by instructing drivers to move their vehicles from the highway 
following an accident. This removal of vehicles from the highway will help the State 
Patrol and the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) maintain steady traffic -flow, thereby reducing traffic delays and increasing driver safety. 
Removal of Highway Obstructions - Bill 2 
Bill 2 authorizes CDOT and the State Patrol to remove from the highway any 
vehicle, cargo, or personal property involved in an accident, and provides these 
agencies with immunity from civil damage claims related to executing these duties. A 
three-year repeal provision is included. 
Bill 2 is designed as a companion to Bill 1 and is also a product of the Colorado 
Incident Management Coalition (CIMC). The expanded authority of CDOT and the 
State Patrol to clear hazards following a traffic incident (e.g., spilled cargo, overturned 
vehicles) will result in their improved efficiency when responding to incidents and in 
a reduction of highway congestion. As noted by the CIMC, traffic incidents are 
responsible for 50 to 70 percent of all highway motorists' delays, and each additional 
minute of lane blockage results in an additional 4 to 5 minutes of congestion. 
Threshold for Bidding on Public Projects - Bill 3 
Bill 3 requires all state government agencies proposing to construct a public project 
costing in excess of $150,000 to bid against private contractors. The bill raises the 
current threshold of $50,000 beyond which state agencies must prepare cost estimates 
and competitively bid for public construction projects. 
Bill 3 enables CDOT to further utilize its in-house resources for certain highway 
maintenance and preservation work (e.g., minor asphalt overlays, surface sealing, and 
restoration). Small scale projects of this nature may not require the full construction 
capabilities of private contractors, yet since they often cost more than $50,000, CDOT 
is reqrlired to open such projects to private bidding. Under Bill 3, the state may realize 
savings because CDOT will not incur the administrative costs of bid preparation for 
projects costing $50,000 to $150,000. According to CDOT, materials and supplies 
needed for CDOT in-house projects will continue to be purchased from private vendors. 
(Colorado law provides a similar bidding threshold of $150,000 for Colorado counties 
and cities with populations over 30,000.) 
Motor Vehicle Division Records - Bill 4 
Bill 4 clarif~esthe p d u r e s  used by the Department of Revenue to certify motor 
vehicle records used in court actions. The bill provides the director of the department 
with the option of designating an appointee to certify such records. The bid specifies 
information to be contained on the cover page of certified records and that only the 
cover page of a record must be certified rather than each page. Bill 4 allows a certified 
record to include only those pages of a document that are relevant to the trial or 
hearing. -
The purpose of Bill 4 is to promote greater efficiency (i.e., time savings and 
reduced paperwork) in the certification of motor vehicle records submitted for court 
action. In addition, the department believes that simplifying the process of record 
certification will lead to fewer errors, and consequently will result in fewer case 
dismissals due to technical violations of record certification guidelines. 
Port of Entry Weigh Stations - Bill 5 
Bill 5 expands current law as it pertains to the authority of port of entry personnel 
in three manners. First, the bill will allow all port of entry personnel to enforce 
driver's license statutes. At this time, only port personnel trained as commercial 
vehicle safety inspectors can enforce commercial driver's license standards. This 
provision will enable all ports officers to ticket drivers in violation of driver's license 
statutes. Presently, untrained ports personnel can be required to detain a driver until 
a trained safety inspector or a state patrol officer can arrive at the port to respond to 
the driver's violation. 
Second, the bill permits the Trinidad Port of Entry, which is operated jointly by 
Colorado and New Mexico, to display the New Mexico state flag along with the 
Colorado state flag to denote the Port's joint operating status. 
Third, Bill 5 grants port personnel the following police officer duties when 
repsonding to an unlawfully loaded vehicle: to stop the vehicle, weigh it, and if not in 
compliance with the law, &+etain, unload, and/or impound it. Currently, port personnel 
have peace officer status, and as peace officers are already authorized to enforce each 
of these measures except the unloading of vehicles. The Division of Ports r~f&try 
reported to the HLRC that Bill 5 in its current form does not represent the intent of the 
division. Rather than acquiring police powers for its personnel, the division secks an 
expansion of its current peace powers to include the enforcement of vehicle unloadmg. 
Driver's License Restrictions - Bill 6 
Bill 6 provides that the Department of Revenue can issue one notice of suspension 
to a driver whose license has been suspended for multiple offenses, if the multiple 
sentences are being served concurrently. The bill does not alter the length of sentences. 
Bill 6 clarifies department policy for concurrent and consecutive driver's license 
suspensions imposed for certain motor vehicle violations. A driver's license suspension 
or denial imposed because of a point accumulation is to run concurrently with a license 
revocation or denial imposed due to an offense contributing to that point accumulation. 
The bill stipulates that a license revocation imposed on a habitual offender shall run 
concurrently with a license revocation for multiple alcohol- or drug-related offenses if 
both license revocations are based on the same offense. However, a habitual offender's 
license revocation shall run consecutively with a license revocation for refusal to submit 
to alcohol and drug testing. 
The purpose of Bill 6 is to reduce the number of notices which the Department of 
Revenue serves to persons convicted of certain offenses. Presently, the department 
serves a notice for each offense leading to license suspension which may cause 
confusion for the offender and create extra expense for the department. The 
department believes that serving one notice, instead of multiple notices, will reduce 
paperwork and eliminate duplication of effort. 
Municipal Traffic Law Violations - Bill 7 
Bill 7 defines "municipalities" and identifies municipal ordinances that, if they 
substantially conform to the statutory provisions of this state, are to be enforced by the 
state under its habitual-offender statute. Under current state law, "habitual offenders" 
are drivers having three or more of the following state convictions within a period of 
seven years: 1) driving under the influence; 2) reckless driving; 3) driving with a 
suspended, revoked, or denied license; or 4) knowingly, falsely affming to a matter 
required by the motor vehicle law. 
Bill 7 will strengthen the state's habitual-offender statute by expanding its 
jurisdiction to include state and municipal violations. For example, under Bill 7, an 
individual having two state convictions and one municipal conviction of any of the four 
noted offenses within seven years would qualify as a habitual-offender. Under current 
law, this driver would be below the state threshold of three state convictions in a seven- 
year period and would not be prosecuted as a habitual offender. 
Driver's License Revocation Hearings - Bill 8 
Bill 8 allows a hearing officer to reschedule hearings involving the charge of 
driving under the influence @UI) beyond the sixty-day period during which a hearing 
must initially be scheduled. In addition, the bill permits law enforcement officers to 
reschedule hearings if an officer is unavailable due to medical reasons, a law 
enforcement emergency, a conflict in court or hearing schedules, or any other legitimate 
cause. 
Bill 8 allows the sixty-day period to begin when a request for a hearing is received 
by the Motor Vehicle Division central office, rather than on the day it is frled by a 
respondent. Drivers ticketed for driving under the influence must request a hearing 
within seven days at any Motor Vehicle Division office. Such requests for hearings are-forwarded to the division's central office in Denver. 
The purpose of Bill 8 is twofold. First, by permitting an extension of the sixty-day 
period for DUI hearings, the occurrence of case dismissals caused by the unavailability 
of officers is reduced. Second, respondents occasionally provide the division with 
fraudulent addresses which delay the serving of a court notice to appear in court. By 
authorizing the sixty-day period to begin on the day the division's central office 
receives the request for hearing, Bill 8 gives the department a complete sixty-day period 
in which to discover and correct a fraudulent address, serve notice to a respondent, and 
schedule a hearing. 
Traffic Law Recodification - Bill 9 
Bill 9 extends the HLRC's traffic law modification reporting deadline from 
January 1, 1993, to January 1, 1994. The final report will be based on the 
modification effort currently being conducted by the Traffic Law Advisory Committee. 
The modification centralizes the traffic code in Title 42, C.R.S. The one-year 
extension will allow for circulation of the recodification draft legislation (which is over 
800 pages in length) to interested persons and agencies for review. 
The recodification is authorized by H.B. 91 -1 106 which specifies: 
In addition to any other duties, the committee shall study any necessary 
revisions to the traffic law. The committee shall consider inconsistencies in 
the traffic law statutes. technical difficulties in the enforcement of the traffic 
law, the establishme,.. of consistent and understandable procedures for traffic 
enforcement, and the formation of a traffic law structure which shall be easily 
understood and applied by the judiciary, the law enforcement community, and 
the public. It is the intent of the General Assembly that the committee review 
the Colorado traffic laws and make recommencfations to the General 
Assembly concerning the recodification of such laws. 
The Traffic Law Advisory Committee includes volunteer representation from: the 
Motor Vehicle Division; the Colorado District Attorneys' Council; County Sheriffs of 
Colorado; the Colorado Insurance Coalition; the Colorado Municipal League; Colorado 
Counties, Inc.; the Colorado State Patrol; the Colorado Department of Transportation; 
the Office of Legislative Legal Services; and the Colorado Judicial Department. Tlie 
Advisory Committee is coordinated by the Office of the State Court Administrator. 
Reclassification of Traffic Offenses - HLRC Bill 10 
Bill 10 reclassifies certain misdemeanor traffic offenses, and petty offenses to 
either class A or class B traffic infractions. By reclassifying these violations as 
infractions, they become civil offenses instead of criminal offenses. -Civil offenses do 
not involve jury trials, nor the issuance of warrants for failure to appear in court or 
failure to pay a fine. Class A offenses involve fines of $10 to $100, class B offenses 
involve $5 to $100 fines. Bill 10 is a partial representation of the Traffic Law 
Advisory Committee's recodification effort (per H.B. 91-1 106), and serves as a 
preliminary step in simplifying the traffic code and improving its consistency. Bill 10: 
makes all careless driving violations class A traffic infractions, except those 
resulting in $1,000 or more property damage, or accidental bodily injury or death; 
reclassifies misdemeanor traffic offenses involving hazardous materials 
transportation permits to class B traffic infractions; 
reclassifies class 1 misdemeanors for use of noncommercial or recreational 
vehicles for cargo or passenger transport to class B traffic infractions; 
changes the following class 2 misdemeanor traffic offenses to class B traffic 
infractions: vehicle registration violations; width, loads, height, and length 
violations; trailer and towed vehicle violations; highway use restriction violations; 
liability for highway damage violations; and offenses related to interference with 
official devices; 
changes class 2 misdemeanor offenses regarding the following to class A 
mc infractions: emergency vehicle violations; railroad crossing violations; 
failure to yield to handicapped persons; following too closely; offenses related to 
runaway vehicle ramps; air pollution control system violations; and offenses 
related to persons controlling vehicles; 
reclassifies certain violations involving the use of lights or signals by volunteer 
firemen and volunteer ambulance attendants from class 3 misdemeanors to class 
B traffic infractions; and 
changes the class 2 petty offense involving handicapped parking privileges to a 
class B traffic infraction. 
10 also adds certain of these reclassified violations to the penalties and surcharge 
schedule. The goal of the advisory committee has been to make the net effect of the 
bill as revenue neutral as possible, per the requirements of H.B. 91-1106. 
Other Committee Activities 
Denver International Airport Access Resolution 
The Highway Legislation Review Committee issued a resolution to the Colorado 
Transportation Commission, the Executive Director of the Department of 
Transportation, and each member of the General Assembly. The resolution states that 
surface access to the Denver International Airport (DIA) from all geographic areas of 
the state is of vital importance to the state's economy and to the success of the new 
airport. The resolution urges the continued efforts of the DIA Access Task Force and 
the cooperation of all affected local governments in expediting short-, mid-, and long- 
range surface access projects. The Task Force consists of fedeml, municipal, and 
county agencies, and is coordinated by the Colorado Department of Transportation. 
Sunrise and Sunset Review Committee Recommendations to the HLRC 
Based on the Department of Regulatory Agency's 1992 Sunset Review of the 
Public Utilities Commission, the Sunrise and Sunset Review Committee issued two 
recorninendations to the HLRC. The first recommendation proposed a study of the 
consolidation of administrative functions pertaining to transportation regulation as 
conducted by the Departments of Transportation, Regulatory Agencies, Revenue, and 
the Division of State P T ~  The HLRC requested that the executive officers of these "1. 
departments create an ad hoc committee to explore the merits of such a study. It was 
requested that the committee's findings be reported to the HLRC following the 1993 
legislative session. 
The second recommendation suggested that the HLRC review the Colorado 
Nuclear Materials Transportation Act of 1986 to ensure its conformity with the U.S. 
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act. The HLRC found that the Colorado act may 
have been preempted by the fedeml act, and it requested that the Office of Legislative 
Legal Services draft legislation in anticipation of bringing the Colorado statute into 
compliance with the federal law. 
Materials Available 
The materials listed below are available upon request from the Legislative Council 
staff. 
The four Highway Legislation Review Committee meeting summaries of the 1992 
interim (June 23, August 13-14, September 14, and September 28). 
The Legislative Council staff Memorandum 1, dated June 23, 1992, outlining the 
origin and charge of the HLRC. 
The Regional Transportation District 1992 Budget Report. 
The Annual Report of the E470 RnbCr: Highway Authority and the fd Annual 
Report of the W-470 Public Highway Authority. 
The Greater Denver Chamber of Commerce report Roadway and Transit Access 
to the New Denver International Abor t  (DIN. 
Final Report of the B l a c & i w W C ~  Citv Garnin~ Trans~ortation Task Group, 
as presented by CDOT. 
The Colorado State Patrol's Gaming Activitv Rmrt :  &he-month Summary. 
The Bus Reg&tory Studv for the State of color ad^, a statutorily required CDOT 
report. 
The HLRC Resolution 92-1 concerning access to the Denver International Airport. 
LLS NO. 93-0087.01 MDB SENATE BILL 93-
BY SENATOR Meddejohn; 
also REPRESENTATIVE Entz. 
A BILL FOR AN ACT 
CONCERNING m  OF A DRIVER INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT ON A DIVIDED THE D 
Bill Summary 
(Note: This summary applies to this bias inWuced and does not 
neeessar3y reflect any amendments whirb may be subsequently adopted.) 
Makes an exception to the duly requiring a driver involved in a 
non-injury acciQed to remain at the of the &nt until fWilhg the 
statutory requireme&s to give notice, informath, d aid. Requires a driver 
involved in a non-injury accident on a divided highway to move the vehicle to a 
suitable location to fuKll the strhrtory requirunents to give notice, infonnrtiOn, 
d aid. 
Reper l s lhcprov ie ioncoacen6ng~ lcc idea t sond iv idbd  
highways, effective July 1, 19%. 
Be if enacted by the General Assembly of the Sme qf Color&: 
SECTION 1. 42-4-1402, Colorado Revised !htutea, 1984 Repl. Vol., 
M &ended, is amended to d: 
4241402. Acsident involving damage - duty. (1) The Qiver of any 
vehicle directly involved in an accidentresulting only in damageto a vehicle which 
is driven or attended by any person shallimmediately stop such vehicle at the scene 
of such accident or M close thereto as possible but shallk4w4th IMMEDIATELY 
return to and in every event shall remain at the scene of such accident, EXCEPT 
'paC J k m T A N C E S  PROVIDED IN SUBSECI'ION (2) OF THIS SECI'ION, until be THE 
S-~VEM.h.s fulfilled the requirements of section 42-4-1403. Every such stop shall 
he made without obstructing traffic more than is necessary. 
* 
(2) (a) WHENAN ACCIDENT OCCURS ON THE TRAVELED PORTION, 
MEDIAN,OR RAMP OF A DIVIDED HIGHWAY AND U C H  VEHICLE INVOLVED CAN BE 
SAFELY DRIVEN, EACHDRIVER SHALL MOVE SUCH DRIVER'S VEHICLE AS SOON AS 
PRACIICABLEOFF THE TRAVELED PORTION, MEDIAN, OR RAMP TO A FRONTAaE 
ROAD, THE NEAREST SUITABLE CROSS STREET, OR OTHER SUITABLE LOCATION TO 
Fanu.lRE llEQUIREMPNTS OF SIXTION 424-1403. 
(b) ras s-(2) IS REPEALED, EFFE~WEJULY 1, 1996. 
0) PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY PROVISION OF THIS SECIlON 
COMMRS A QAss 2 MISDEMEANOR TRAFFIC OFFENSE. 
SeC'llON 2. Effective date - applicabi. This act shall take effect 
July 1, 1993, d eh.n apply to offenses c o r x  on or after said date. 
SECTION 3. Safety clause. The general rssembly hereby fiads, 
dL;r ' ,d declares thot this act is necessuy for the immediate preservation 
of the @c peace,healtb, d safety. 

STATE. 
(b) "VEHICULAR INCIDENT" MEANS ANY VEHICLE ACCIDENT, 
BREAKDOWN, OR SPILL THAT RESULTS IN ANY VEHICLE, CARGO, OR PERSONAL 
PROPERTY BLOCKING OR IMPEDING THE HIGHWAY OR RIGHT-OF-WAY. 
(3) THE COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND THE 
COLORADOSTATE PATROL MAY, WlTHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE OWNER OF ANY 
VEHICLE, CARGO, OR OTHER PERSONAL PROPERTY INVOLVED IN A VEHICULAR 
mcDENT,  OR THE CARRIER, IF ANY, REMOVE SUCH VEHICLE, CARGO, OR 
PERSONAL PROPERTY FROM THE HIGHWAY OR RIGHT-OF-WAY UNDER 
CRCUhfSTANCES IN WHICH, AS DETERMINED BY THE DEPARTMENT OR THE STATE 
PATROL, SUCH VEHICLE, CARGO, OR PERSONAL PROPERTY IS BLOCKING THE 
HIGHWAY OR RIGHT-OF-WAY, OR MAY OTHERWISE BE ENDANGERING PUBLIC 
SAFETY. 
(4) NOTW~~HSTANDINGANY PROVISION OF LAW TO THE CONTRARY, THE 
COLORAW DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND ITS OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 
AND THE COLORADO STATE PATROL AND ITS OFFICERS AND W L O Y E E S  SHALL 
NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CIVIL DAMAGES FOR ACTS OR OMISSIONS MADE IId C m D  
F A M  AS A RESULT OF THE REMOVAL OR DISPOSAL OF .ANY VEHICLE, CARGO, OR 
PERSONAL PROPERTY INVOLVED IN A VEHICULAR INCIDENT FROM A HIGHWAY OR 
RIGHT-OF-WAY, UNLESS SUCH REMOVAL OR DISPOSAL WAS CAR-W-L; <!UT W i 
WILLFUL AND WANTON MANNER. 
(5) THE COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOFATIOP' 3%1 ""q 
OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES .I!Z ST! TE TATROL T F  'i..THE COLORADO :Fi% ! 
Alum EMPLOYEES SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CIVIL DAMAGES AS A RESULT OF 
THE FAILURE TO EXERCISE ANY AUTHORITY GRANTED UNDER THIS SECTION. 
(6) THE OWNER OF ANY VEHICLE, CARGO, OR PERSONAL PROPERTY 
SUBJECT TO THIS SECTION, AND THE CARRIER, IF ANY,SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR 
REIMBURSING THE DEPARTMENT AND THE STATE PATROL FOR THE COSTS OF THE 
REMOVAL AND SUBSEQUENT DISPOSITION OF SUCH VEHICLE, CARGO, OR PERSONAL 
PROPERTY. 
(7) ANY VEHICLE, CARGO, OR PERSONAL PROPERTY INVOLVED IN A 
VEHICULAR INCIDENT WHICH IS BELIEVED OR KNOWN TO CONTAIN HAZARDOUS 
SUBSTANCES SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS GOVERNING EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE TO HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE INCIDENTS UNDER PART 1 OF ARTICLE 22 
OF TITLE 29, C.R.S. 
(8) NOTHING IN THIS SECTION SHALL BE CONSTRUED TO ABROGATE OR 
LIMIT THE SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY GRANTED TO PUBLIC E N T m  PURSUANT TO 
ARTICLE 10 OF TlTLE 24, C.R.S., THE "COLORADOGOVERNMENTALIMMUNITY 
ACT". 
(9) THIS SECTION IS REPULED, EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1996. 
SECTION 2. 24-10-106 (1) (d) 0,Colorado Revised Statutes, 1988 
Repl. Vol., as amended, is amended to read: 
24-10-106. Immunity and partial waiver. (1) A public entity shall be 
h u u n e  from liability in all claims for injury which lie in tort or could lie in tort 
r. ,udkm of whether that may be the type of action or the form of relief chosen 
by he < iaimant except as provided otherwise in this section. Sovereign immunity 
is waived by a public d t y  m an d o n  for injunes resulting &om: 
(d) (l)A dangerousm.dtion of a public highway, rod, cs stzeet wPe -
physically interferes with the movement of traffic on the paved portion, rf p v ~ ,  
or on the portion cusbmarily used for travel by motor vehicles, if unpaved, of slev 
public highway, rod, street, or sidewalk within the corporate h i t s  of MY 
municipality, or of any highway witich is a pmt of the federrrlintersErte highway 
system or the federal primary highway system, or of any highway whicb is a part 
of the federal secondmy highway system, or of m y  highway which is a pmt of the 
state hrghway systcol on t&t poltion of mdl highway, rod, Iltreet, or sidewak 
which was designed and iateaded for prblic travel or puking thereon; EX-
THAT A DANOEIIOUS CONDmON DOESNOT INCLUDE THE ACIlON OR INACTION OF 
PUBLIC! EMPLOYEE3 WGAGINO m THE REMOVAL OF VEHICUUR I N C I D m  
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONSOF SBCIlON 13-21-108.7, C.R.S. AS d i n  thiS 
d o n ,  the phrrree "phyeidly inberfaee with tbe movemMt of ttrfjic" ab9mt 
include trafEc s i p ,  signals, or mukiags, or the lack t h d .  Norhiag in 
subparagraph (I)dullpreclude a p9rticul.r dangeram accumulation of snow, ice, 
sand, or gravel h m  being found to constitute a d.ngemue coadition in tbeurf.ce 
of a public roadway when the entity fails to we existing means a v W  to it for 
removal or mitigation of wch accumul.tion and when the public entay hd .cturl 
d c e  through the pmper public official responsible for the roadway and hd a 
reasonable time to act. 
1 SECTION 3. Safety clnuse. The general assembly hereby hds ,  
2 &=rm.m,and declares that this act is neasmq for the immedde preservation 
3 -.f the l ublic peace, health, and safety. 
LLS NO. 934086.01 n w  
BY Highway LegisLtion Review Committee 
A BILL FOR AN ACT 
CONCERNINO INCRlUSE IN THE ESTiMATED DOLLAR THPeSHOLD BEYONDAN 
WHICH GOWRNMENT AOPNCI89 MUST BID FOR WOBK ON PUBLIC 
&itm0ctedbyIhGmcrr3Asscmb~ofIhStotcofCobrrdo: 
SECTION1. 24-92-102 (S), ColorrQ R & d  1988 Rcpl. 
Vol., is unendedto red: 
' 2d-92-102. =ns. (8) 'Public pro* memcl my mm&uchq 
alterdon, repair, demolition, or improvement of my lad, bddhg, mcbae, 
facility, road, highway, bridge, or &ex public improvement witable for d 
intended for use in the promotion of the public health, welfue, or srfety dmy 
mabhumx p r o m  for the upkeepof such projects; except that "public project" 
doea not include my project for which appropriation or expenditure of funds may 
h?m - n a b l y  expected not to exceed ONE HUNDRED fifty thousand d o h  in the 
a p g - for my iiscal year. 
SECTION 2. 24-92-109 (I), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1988 Repl. 
Vd., is unenQed to red: 
24-92-109. Agency of government to submit cost estimate. 
(1) Whenever m agency of governmeat proposes to undedce the conetruction of 
a p u ~ p r o i e c c , ~ l v M y e x p e c t e d t o ~ i n e x c e s s o f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ) f i f f y  
tbousclldQllus, by rrnymeursor wthodothexthanby acontmctawrrdedby 
-ebid,itshtlprrp.rtdsubmaacosteatimrteinthesune-.e 
odrerbidders. Such .gency of gavemment hdfmay not underbke the proposed 
p ~ ~ & d n r w ~ t b e l O W e r d ~ e & M k .  
SECnON3. Etfstivedate. Thieactshtl tabe&ctJuly 1, 1993. 

SECTION 4. Safely ehuse. haeby finds,
The geaenrl ~ i ~ t m b l y  
dr- ' w,aoddeckrertbtthiercLisnectssuyfortbeimmadi.tepnsarr.riOa 
o f t b e p a b l i c p e r c e , ~ , d s r f e t y .  

" O F F ~ A LRECORDS AND DOCUMENTS" SHALL INCLUDE ANY MECHANICALLY OR 
ELECTRONICALLY REPRODUCED COPY, PHOTOGRAPH, OR PRINTOUT OF ANY 
RECORD OR DOCUMENT OR ANY PORTION OF ANY RECORD OR DOCUMENT FILED 
WITH, MAINTAINED BY, OR PREPARED BY THE DEPARTMENT PURSUANT TO THIS 
PARAGRAPH (c). 
(n3 FORPURPOSES OF SUBPARAGRAPH(11) OF THIS PARAGRAPH (c), A 
RECORD OR DO<SCTMENT SHALL NOT BE REQUIRED TO INCLUDE EVERY PAGE OF A 
RECORD OR MX3UMENT FILED WITH, MAINTAINED BY, OR PREPARED BY THE 
DEPARTMENT PURSUANT TO THIS PARAGRAPH (c) TO BE AN OFFICIAL RECORD OR 
DOCUMENT, IF SUCH OFFICIAL RECORD OR DOCUMENT INCLUDES ALL OF THOSE 
PORTIONS OF SUCH RECORD OR DOCUMENTW E V A N T  TO THE TRIAL OR HEARING 
FOR WHICH IT IS PREPARED. 
SECTION 2. Effective date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1993. 
SECTION 3. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, 
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation 
of the public peace, health, and safety. 


LLS NO. 93-0084.01 MW SEWATE BILL '3-
BY SENATOR Casaidy 
A BILL FOR AN ACT 
CONCERNING THE TIME PERIODS DURING WHICH CERTAIN DRIVER'S LICWSE 
RBTRIcrnmS ARE IMPOSED. 
Directs that a dxiver'e lieme wrepension or denial impoaed because of 
the accumulation of a m5icieot I.lmbgof points shall run wnaurudy with any 
driver's liceawe mocldioa or deni.lthatM brsedupon any offease that contributed 
to the point suspension. Directs that any license m d o n  inposed on an 
lubiturl o f k m k  8h.Il run wMwmntly with a r e v d o n  for multiple dcohol- or  
dmg-relrtod offeases if both mocrtiom are brsed on the same wnvictiom. 
Directs that an bbitud o&ada revocation ahdl run commxtive4y with a 
r e v d o n  for rehid to submit to dcohd d dmg e g g .  
Be it enacted by du General Assembly of the Swe of Color&: 
SECTION1. 42-2-123 (8)' ColorrdoRevisadStaMes, 1984Repl. Vol., 
* 
M amended to read: .. 
42-2-123. Authority to suspend license - to deny license - type of 
conviction - points. (8) (a) Except as otherwise provided in PARAGRAPH 
(b) OF THIS SUBSECTION (8) OR IN subsection (8.5) of this section, whenever the 
department's records show that a licenseehas accumulated a sufficient number of 
points to be subject to license suspension, the department shall notify such licensee 
that a hearing will be held not less than twenty days after the date of sucb notice 
to determine whether Bie THE LICENSEE'S driver's l i m  should be suspended. 
Such aotification shall be given to the licensee in writing by regular d, 
admeeRedto the address of the liceasee as shown by the recordsof the deprrrtment. 
(b) WHEN THE DEPARTMENT'S RECORDS INDICATE THAT A DRIVER HAS 
ACCUMULATED SUFFICIENT POINTS TO CAUSE A POINT SUSPWSION OR DENIAL 
PURSUANT TO THE PROVLSIONS OF PARAGRAPH (a) OF THIS SUBSECTION (8) AND 
THE DRIVER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGE HAS BEEN REVOKED OR DENIED IN LIEU OF 
REVOCATION BASED UPON ANY OFFENSE THAT CONTRIBUTES TO THE POINT 
SUSPWSKW OR DENIAL, THE DEPARTMENT SHALL ORDER THE POINTS SUSPWSION 
OR DENIAL IMMEDIATELY WITHOUT PROVIDING NOTICE TO THE DRIVER OF SUCH 
SUWEWION OR DENUL. UNDERSUCH CIRCUMSTANCES,THE POINTS SUSPWSION 
OR DENIAL SHALL RUN CONCURRENTLY WITH THE REIATED REVOCATION OR 
D m ;  E K m  THAT IN NO CASE SHALL SUCH POINTS SUSPENSION OR DENIAL 
RUN FOR A PERIOD THAT IS LONGER THAN THE PERIOD OF THE REUTED 
BEVOCATION OR DENIAL. IF THE DRIVER HAS BEEN REINSTATED FROM THE 
BEUTED REVOCATION OR DENIAL WHEN THE POINTS SUSPENSION OR DENIAL IS 
IMPOSED, THE POINTS SUSPENSION OR DENIAL MAY BE ENTERED ON THE DRIVER'S 
BECORD; EXCEPT THAT NO ADDITIONAL PERIOD OF SUSPENSION OR DENIAL SHALL 
BE IMPOSED AND NO ADDlTIONAL REINSTATEMENTFEES OR REQUIREMENTS SHALL 
BE ASSESSED. FOR ANY DRIVER'S LICENSE RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED PURSUANT TO 
THIS PARAGRAPH (b), A HEARING SHALL BE GRANTEDONLY IF THE DEPARTMENT 
RECEIVES A WRlTTEN REQUEST FOR A HElARING FROM THE DRIVER. 

LLS NO. 93-0089.02 DLC 




A BILL FOR AN ACT 
102 THAT IS TAKW IN'lXl ACCOUNT FOR PUilPaSES OF =ATE'S H A B m A L  
103 TRAFFICOFFEN'DER S T A ~ .  
Bill Summvy 
1 Be h macicd by the Gmcral Assembly of the State of Color&: 
2 SECTION 1. 42-2-202 (2) (b), Colorado Revised Sbadea, 1984Repl. 

3 Vol., is dto read: 

4 42-2242. Habiial offenders - frequency and type of violations. 

x 5 (2) (b) The offenses included in SUBPARAORAPHS 
% 
0 
6 0,0,(IlI), AND of paragraph (a) of this subsection (2) shall be deemed to 







klude  convictiomi under any federal law, any law of another state, or .ny wlie 
ordinance OF A MUNICIPALITY THAT SU- eeafeRehtg 
~ I N F G ~to the statutoryprovisions of thisstate regulatingthe opaotion of motor 
vehicl&?. FOR PURPOSES OF THIS PARAGRAPH (b), THE TERM 'MUNICIPALITYn 
lVlEANSANY HOME RULE OR STATUTORY CITY OR TOWN,A TERRlTORIAL CHARTER 
CTW, OR A CITY AND COUNTY. 
SECTION 2. Effective date - applicability. This act sb.ll take effect 
July 1, 1993, d ahJl apply to o&aaes committed on or after said date. 
SECTION 3. Safety clause. The general d i y  hueby fiade, 
d - ,and b l u e s  that this at3 is necessary for the inrmbdiate preservation 
o f c b e ~ p t m , ~ , d e r r f e t y .  
BY REPRESENTATIVE Entz; 
also SENATOR Meiklejobn. 
A BILL FOR AN ACT 
CONCERNING LICENSE REVOCATION HEARING THE SCHEDULING OF A DRIVER'S 
UNDER THE EXPRESS CONSENTUW. 
(Nde: ThiP s v , applies to thip billas introduced and does not 
nectssarily reflect my amendments Prhich may be subsequently adopted.) 
AUows m express conseatberaing to be schbduled beyond the m y 
Lima when the hearkg oflicer is umv.il.ble b e e  of medid MBOM, a law 
eafonxment emergemy, d e r  court or .dn6llirrtrrtive heuing, or ury other 
legitimak just uwe. Provides that the 60 days begins running when the requeat 
for a hemiag is received by the deprttmeat of reveme, ratha than on the day of 
"6Iingn. Makes the ddreesthe reepondartstated on the hearing quest  form the 
last known .dQessof the reepodmt for plrpoees of d c e  for anexpressconsent 
hearing. Relocates existing provisions within the express consent statute. 
Be it enacted by the GeneralAssembiy of the SMe of Cblorado: 
' SECTION 1. 42-2-122.1 (7) (e), (7) (f), ad (8) (c) 0,Colorado 
Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. Vol., as amended, are amended to read: 
422122.1. Revocation of license based on a d m i e  
delermination. (7) (e) (I)The hearing shall be scheduledto be held as quickly as 
practicable but not more than sixty days .fter the day THAT the 
request for a heuing IS RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT; 
. . 
& EXCEPT THAT, IF A HEARING IS RESCHEDULED BECAUSE OF THE 
W A V A I L A B I L ~  OF A uw ENFORCEMENT omm OR THE HEARING OFFICER IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH SUBPARAGRAPHS @l)OR (TV) OF THIS PARAGRAPH (e), THE 
HEARING MAY BE RESCHEDULED MORE THAN SIXTY DAYS AFlTR THE DAY THAT 
THE REQUEST FOR THE HEARING IS RECUVED BY THE DEPARTMENT, AND THE 
DEPARTMENT SHALL CONTINUE ANY TEMPORARY DRIVING PBIM,EOES HELD BY 
THE RESPONDENT U N THE DATE THAT SUCH HEARING IS RESCHEDULED. The~ 
deprrtment &dl provide a written notice of the time ad place of the heuing to 
the party requesting the hearing in the rnaauer provided in section 42-2-117 (2) at 
l a n t  ten days prior to the scheduled or rescheduled hearing, unless the parties 
.gt&bwaive thisrequirement. NOTWITHSTANDINGTHE PROVISIONS OF SIXTION 
42-2-117, THE IAST KNOWN ADDRESS OF THE RESPONDENT FOR PURPOSES OF 
NQFICe POP ANY HEARING PURSUANT TO THIS SIXTION SHALL BE THE ADDRESS 
SMTED ON TEE HEARING REQUEST FORM. 
0 THE U W  ENFORCEMENT OFFICER WHO SUBMITS THE DOCUMENTS 
AND AFFIDAVIT REQUIRED BY SUBSIXTION (2) OF THIS SECTION NEED NOT BE 
PPBSPNT AT THE HEARING UNLESS THE PRESIDING HEARING OFFICER REQUIRES 
THAT THE U W  ENFORCEMENT OFFICER BE PRESENT AND THE HEARING OFFICER 
ISSUES A WRlllTN NOTICE FOR THE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER'S APPEARANCE 
OR UNLESS THE RESPONDENT OR AlTORNEY FOR THE RESPONDENT DETERMINES 
THAT THE U W  ENFORCEMENT OFFICER SHOULD BE PRESENT AND SERVES A 




SECTION 2. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, 
determinca, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preaemation 
of the public puce,h a ,  .ad safety. 
HLXC BILL 9 

LLS NO. 93-0037.01 D K  
BY REPRESENTATIVE Faatz; 
rlso SENATOR Caasidy . 
A BILL FOR AN ACT 
101 CONCERNINGTHE RECLASSIFICATION OF CERTAIN TRAFFICOFFWSES AS TRAFFIC 
102 INFRACTIONS. 
(Note: ThiP summary applies to this bill as introduced and does not 
necessarib reflect any amendments which may be subsequenm adopted.) 
Makes dlcPelessdriving violations, other than those d t i n g  in $1000 
h g e  or more to d e r ' e  propaty or in the accidental death of or injury to 
d e r ,  class A t d 5 c  in6nctiolls. (Section 1.) 
Reclassi6es a mhhmamr&c o ~ i n v o h r i n ga h d o u s  matai.is 
transportation permit to a class B &c in6rpctionand a violation of the provisions 
on the use of notuxnunerd or r e c r d o d  vehicles for cargo or passenger 
transport from a class 1 lllisdemernor to a class B traf£ic in6rpction. (Sections 2 
and 5.) 
Changes c h  2 &c offenses concerning vehicle 
registration, width, loads, height md length, trailers and towed vehicles, highway 
use rdc t ions ,  liability for highway damage, and interference witb officialdevices 
to class B traffic kfktions. (Sections 6 through 14.) Makes other class 2 
misdemeanor traffic offenses class A &c infractions that involve emergency 
vehigles, railroad crossings, yielding to handicappedpersons, following too closely, 
runaway vehicle ramps, air pollution control systems, and persons controlling 
vehicles. (Sections 15 through 21.) Reclassifies cxtab violations involving the 
use of lights or signals by volunteer firemen and volunteer ambulance attendants 
from a class 3 misdemeanor to a class B &c infraction. (Section 22.) 
Changes the class 2 petty offense involving handicapped parking 
privileges to a class B traffic infraction. (Section 23.) 
Adds certain of these reclassified violations to the penalties and surcharge 
schedule. 
1 Be it enacted by the GeneralAssembiy of the State of Colorado: 
SECTION 1. 4241204 (2), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. 
Vol., as amended, is amended, and the said 4241204 is further amended BY THE 
ADDITION OF A NEW SUBSECTION, to read: 
4241204. Careless driving - penalty. (2) Any person who violates 
any provision of this section wnmits a class 2 misdemeanor traffic offense IF THE 
PERSON'S ACTIONS ARE THE PROXIMATE CAUSE OF DAMAOE TO THE REAL OR 
PERSONAL m o p m n  OF ANOTHER IN THE AMOUNT OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS 
OR MORE, but, if the person's d o n s  are the proximate cause of bodily injury or 
death to d e r ,  such person commits a class 1 misdemeanor &c offense. 
0)EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION, ANY 
PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY PROVISION OF THIS SECIlON COMMITS A C U S S  A 
TRAFFK! INFRAcrIoN. 
SECTION2. 43-6-204 (2), Colorado RevisedStatutes, 1984 Repl. Vol., 
uJ.meaded,ieunendedtoread: 
434204. Permit violations - penalties. (2) Any person who has 
obbiaed an annual or a single trip hazardous materials transportation permit but 
fails to have a copy of said permit in the cab of the motor vehicle while 
brsnsporting hazardous materials in, to, from, or through this state commits a 
C U S S  B TRAFFIC INFRACTION and shall be assessed 
a penalty of twenty-five dollars in accordance with the procedure set forth in 
section 4241501 (3) (a) (V). 
SECTION3. 43-6-105 (2),Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. Vol., 
as amended, is amended to read: 
43-6-105. Enforcement. (2) Any enforcement official shall have the 
authority to issue penalty assessments for the misdemeanor traffic offenses specified 
in section 43-6-204 (1) ad-@ and section 43-6-305 (2). At any time that a person 
is cited for a violation of any of the offenses specified, the person in charge of or 
operating the motor vehicle involved shall be given a notice in the form of a 
penalty assessment notice. Such notice shall be tendered by the enforcement 
official and shall contain the name and address of such person, the license number 
of the motor vehicle involved, if any, the number of such person's driver's license, 
the nature of the violation, the amount of the penalty prescribed for such violatron, 
the date of the notice, a place for such person to execute a signed acknowledgment 
of his receipt of the penalty assessment notice, a place for such person to execute 
a signed acknowledgment of guilt for the cited violation, and such other 
information as may be required by law to constitute such notice as a summons and 
complaint to appear in court should the prescribed penalty not be paid within 
twenty days. Every cited person shall execute the signed acknowledgment of his 
receipt of the penalty assessment notice. The acknowledgment of guilt shall be 
executed at the time the cited person pays the prescribed penalty. The person cited 
shall pay the specified penalty at the office of the department of revenue, either in* 
person or by postmarking such payment within twenty days after the citation. The 
motor vehicle division of the department of revenue shall accept late payment of 
any penalty assessment up to twenty days after such payment becomes due. If the 
person cited does not pay the prescribed penalty within meaty b y e  of the notice, 
the penalty assessment ncticz shan cunetitute a summons a& complaint to appwr 
in the county court of the county in which the penalty assessment was issued at a 
time and place specified by the notice, unless payment for such penalty assessment 
has been accepted by the motor vehicle division of the department of revenue as 
evidenced by receipt. 
SECTION 4. 4241501 (3) (a), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. 
Vol., as amended, is amended BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW 
SUBPARAGRAPH to read: 
4241501. TratTw: offenses and infractions classified - penalties -
penalty and surcharge schedule. (3) (a) (V)ANY PERSON CONVICTED OF 
VIOLATING SECTION 43-6-204 (2), C.R.S., SHALL BE FINED TWENTY-FWE 
DOLLARS, WHETHER THE VIOLATOR ACKNOWLEDGES GUILT PURSUANT TO THE 
PROCEDURE SET FORTH IN PARAGRAPH (a) OF SUBSECTION (4) OF THIS SECIlON OR 
IS FOUND GUILTY BY A COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICIION. 
SECTION 5. 42-3-122 (2) (c), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. 
Vol., as amended, is amended to read: 
42-3-122. Violation of registration provisions - penalty. (2) (c) Any 
person who violates paragraph ( f )  of subsection (1) of this section commits a dew 
CLASS B TRAFFIC INFRACTION. In addition to the 
penalties prescribed for a violation of paragraph ( f )  of subsection (1) of this 
section, the department shall cancel the registration of any noncommercial or 
recreaticmalvehicle which has been used to bransport cargo or passengers for profit 
or hire or in any business or commercial enterprise. 
SECTION 6. 42-3-1 14 (1) (a), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. 
-35- riLliC BILL 10 
CLASS B TRAFFIC INFRACTION. 
SECTION 14. 424508, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. Vol., 
as amended, is amended to read: 
424508. Interference with official devices. No person shall, without 
lawful authority, attempt to or in fact alter, deface, injure, knock down, remove, 
or interfere with the effective operation of any official traffic control device or any 
railroad sign or signal or any inscription, shield, or insignia thereon or any other 
part thereof. Any person who violates any provision of Mis section commits a 
-'---CLASS B TRAFFIC INFRArnON. 
SECTION 15. 42-4-605, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. Vol., 
as amended, is amended to read: 
424405. Operation on approach of emergency vehicles. Upon the 
immediate approach of an authorized emergency vehicle making use of audible or 
visual signalsmeeting the requirements of section 424212 or 424219, the driver 
of every other vehicle shall yield the right-of-way and where possible shall 
immediately clear the farthest left-hand lane lawWly available to through traffic 
and shall drive to a position parallel to, and as close as possible to, the right-hand 
edge, or curb of a roadway clear of any intersection and shall stop and remain in 
that position until the authorized emergency vehicle has psssed, except when 
otherwise directed by a police officer. Any person who violates any provision of 
this section commits a CUSS A ATRAliFfC 
INFRArnON. 
SECTION 16. 424608 (6), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Rkpl. 
Vol., as amended, is amended to read: 
424408. Certain vehicles must stop at  railroad grade crossings. 
(6) Any person who violates any provision of this section commits a 	&we4 
CLASS A TRAFFIC IMRA(7I1ON. 
SECTION 17. 424709 (I), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. 
Vol., 	as amended, is amended to read: 
424709. Drivers and pedestrians to yield to handicapped person. 
(1) Any pdeshan or any driver of a vehicle who approaches a person who has 
an obviously apparent handicap of blindness, deafness, or mobility impairment shall 
immediately come to a full stop and take such precautions before proceeding as are 
necessary to avoid an accident or injury to said person. A handicap shall be 
deemed to be obviously apparent if, by way of example and without limitation, the 
person is using a cane or crutches, is assisted by a guide dog, service dog, or 
hearing dog, is being assisted by another person, is in a wheelchair, or is walking 
with an obvious physical impairment. Any person who violates any provision of 
this section commits a ?CLASS A TRAFFIC 
INFRArnON. 
SECTION 18. 424908 (4), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. 
Vol., as amended, is amended to read: 
424908. Following too closely. (4) Any person who violates any 
provision of 
. . this 
section commits a class A traffic infraction. 
SECTION 19. 42-49>"q!, Colorado Revised Stnactem 1984 K q l ,  
Vol., as amended, is amendedto r e d  
4 2 4 9 11. Useof runawayvehicle ramps. (3) Any person who -5 
any provision of this section c o d  a dew44 CIA^ 
A TRAFFIC m m N .  
SECTION 20. 4241210 (3), Colordo Revised Statutes, 1984 Repl. 
Vol., as amended, is unended to red: 
4241210. Automobile air p o W n  control systems - tampering -
operation of vehide - penaUy. (3) Any paeon who violatea any provision of this 
section commits a elme4 CUSS A TRAFFIC 
m c r ~ o ~ .Tbe deprrtmed ah.n not .seees any points under section 42-2-123 
foracomricfionprawunttothisesction. 
SECTION 21. 4241503, C d d  Revised St.tutes, 1984 Repl. Vd., 
u r M e a d 6 d , i s . m t n Q d t o d  
4241503. offcnsesbypersollscontrouingvehicles. ItisUnl8wfulfor 
the owaer or m y  0 t h  pers~nemploying or otherwisedirechg the driver of my 
vehicle to require or knowingly to pamit the opartion of aucb vehicle upon a 
highby in m y  mumer contrary to law. Any pason who vidrtee my proviaion 
of this section comnrits a ,r,,,( r ~A TRAFFIC 
INFRACIION. 
SECTION 22. 424219 (1) and (2) (d), Colorado Revised Statutes, 
1984 Repl. Vol., as Mended, are amended to read: 
424-219. Volunteer fuemen - volunteer ambulance attendan& -
special lights and alarm systems. (1) All members of volunteer fire departments 
regularly attached to the fire departments organized within incorporatedtowns and 
cities d 6re protection districts may have their private automobiles i d e d e d  by 
red lights installed, two in number, in the front portion of said automobiles so that 
they can be readily seen by the public. Such lights may have a red glass lens with 
the word "Fire" across the f e ,  and said word "Fire"shallbe cast into the glass; 
or said automobilea may be equipped with a signal lamp or a combination of signsl 
lamps upable of displaying fhshing, oscillating, or rotating red or white lights, or 
a combination thereof, visible to the h n t  .adrear at five hundred fe& in normal 
suntight. Suchsignsllamp or combination of signal lunpsmay be mounted on the 
tup of tbe .Promobile. Said automobilea may be eqrupped witb audible signal 
mcb ur sirens, whistles, or bells. Said lights, tog& witb any signal 
admizedby thLs subsection (I), may be used only when a member of any 
ddcpPtmcdia  rrapoadingto or a t t e n d i n g a f i r e b o r  otheremetgeacy. 
N d r h a d h & a  norsuluchsignrlsslullbeusedforany otherpurposethan those 
act foab in this subsection (1). If used for any other purpose, such use shall . 
codtute a violation of this subsection (I), and the violator commits a elam3 
~. . C U S S  
B TRAFFIC INFRAcrION. 
(2) (d) Tbe lights .ad signrls shall not be used for any other purpose 
than the one set forth in this subsection (2). If used for any other purpose, the 
violator . . 
. .~C O 1 A CLASS B TRAFFIC 
INFRArnON. 
SECTION 23. 4 2 4 1  109 (4) and (5), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1984 
Repl. Vol., as amended, are amended to read: 
4241109. Parking privileges for the handicapped. (4) Any person 
who is not a handicapped person and who exercises the privilege defined in 
subsection (3) of this section or who violates the provisions of subsection (3.7) of 
of this title to which the provisions of paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (4) of this 
section apply shall be fined or penalized, and have a surcharge levied thereon 
pursuant to section 24-4.2-104 (1) (b) (I),C.R.S., in accordance with the penalty 
and surcharge schedule set forth in sub-subparagraphs (A) to (P) of this 
subparagraph(I.1); or, if no penalty or surcharge is specified in the schedule, the 
penalty for a class A traffic infraction shall be ten dollars, the penalty for a class 
this section . . B traffic infraction shall be five dollars, and the surcharge shall be calculated 
COMMITS A CUSS B TRAFFIC INFRACTION. pursuant to section 24-4.2-104 (1) (b) (I), C.R.S. Thesepenalties and surcharges 
shall apply whether the defendant acknowledges his guilt or liability in accordance 
with the procedure set forth by paragraph (a) of subsection (4) of this section or 
(5) Any person who is not a handicappedperson and who uses a license is found guilty by a court of competent jurisdiction or has judgment entered against 
plate or placard issued to a handicapped person pursuant to subsection (2) of this him by a county court magistrate. Penalties and surcharges for violating specilic 
section in order to receive the beaefita or privileges available to a handicapped sections shall be as  follows: 
person under this section &. . 
&CQMUITSACLASSB Section Violated Penalty Surcharge 
TRAPFIC INFRACTION. 
sEcnoN24. 42-4-1501 0)(a) 0.1) (B), (3) ( 4  0.1) @I, (3) (a) 0-1) (B) Registration and taxation violations: 
0,* (3) ( 4  0.1) (I), (3) (a) 0.1) (MI, 
(3) ( 4  0.1) (N), Colorado Revised 
Statutes, 1984 Repl. Vol., ae amended, are amended to read: 
4241501. Traf f i  offenses and infractions classified - pedtks -
penalty and surcharge schedule. (3) (a) 0.1) Except asprovided in pampph 
(c) of subsection (4) of this d o n ,  every person who is convicted of, who admita 
liability for, or against whom a&dgrned is entered for a violation cf ;xny provieion 
3 (D)Equipment viohtions: 
(F) Size, weight, and bad violations: 
8 (N) Other offenses: 
(I)Pedestrian violations: 4241204 (3) S 50.00 S 7.00 
4241205 15.00 3.00 
4 2 4 1  206 15.00 3.00 
4 2 4 1  207 40.00 2.00 
4241208 40.00 1.00 
4241210 35.00 3.00 
4241212 15.00 3.00 
SECTION 25. Effective date - applicability. This act shall take effect 
,and shall apply to traffic inhtions committedon or after said date. 
SECTION 26. Safety clause. The g e d  assembly hereby finds, 
determines, and d e c k  that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation 
of the pablic peace, health, and w. 
(hi) Parking violations: 
